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Transnational Chowtal: Bhojpuri 
Folk Song from North India to the 
Caribbean, Fiji, and Beyond
Peter Manuel
In mid-February of 2007, I attended some lively sessions of chowtal (Hindi, 
cautāl), a boisterous Bhojpuri folk song genre, in a Hindu temple in a small town 
a few hours from Banaras (Varanasi), North India.1 Th e following weekend I 
was singing chowtal, in an identical style, with an Indo-Guyanese ensemble in 
Queens, New York City. In the subsequent season of the vernal Holi (Hindi, holī) 
festival, in March 2008, I found myself singing along with a group of Indo-Fijians 
in Sacramento, California, as they performed a similar version of one of the same 
chowtal songs. Despite the nearly identical styles of the three song sessions, 
they were separated not only by thousands of miles, but more signifi cantly, by 
the more than 90 years that have elapsed since indentured emigration from the 
Bhojpuri region ceased. Subsequently, cultural contacts between that region and 
its diasporic communities in the Caribbean and Fiji became minimal, and those 
between the latter two sites have been practically nil. Given such geographic 
and temporal remoteness, the similarities between the three chowtal render-
ings I witnessed are in themselves noteworthy, as are, in a diff erent sense, the 
disparities. In this article, I provide a basic description and analysis of chowtal 
as performed in Indo-Caribbean music and, to a lesser extent, in India and Fiji. 
I further compare and contrast the traditions as extant today and off er sugges-
tions as to how diasporic dynamics have contributed to the dramatically suc-
cessful way that the genre has taken root and fl ourished in the diaspora, while 
declining in India itself.
Extant literature regarding chowtal itself is limited, whether in reference to 
India or the diaspora. Th e most extensive and insightful discussion of the genre 
is Kevin Miller’s dissertation chapter on Indo-Fijian chowtal, much of which is 
applicable to the Caribbean as well (Miller, 2008). Usharbudh Arya, in his vol-
ume on Indo-Surinamese folk song, provides a succinct description of chowtal 
and a few lyrics with translations (Arya 1968, 22–3, 100–3). Stephen Slawek 
briefl y describes and schematically notates two chowtals sung by a kīrtan group 
(Th e Birla Kirtan Samaj) in Banaras (Slawek 1986, 188, 263–5, 275–7), as does 
Helen Myers 1998, 74–8) with a Trinidadian example. Henry (2001–02, 36) 
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devotes a paragraph to the subject in an article on Bhojpuri folk music in India, 
and also recorded a few chowtals in 1972 in a Ghazipur district village north-
east of Banaras in 1972. In the realm of literature in Hindi on Bhojpuri music, 
schematic transcriptions of chowtal in sargam notation are given in Mehrotra’s 
songbook (1977, 187–9, 211–4) and in an article by Rajendra “Vanshi” Mishra 
(1966, 215–16); short descriptions of the genre are also found in books by Hiralal 
Tiwari (1980, 83–4), Shanti Jain (1980, 31–2), and Rajkumari Mishra (2007, 
186). Several surveys of Bhojpuri-region music do not mention chowtal at all.2
Th e present article may be seen as building upon these works and other stud-
ies of Bhojpuri folk music (e.g., Henry 1988) and of Indo-Caribbean music in 
general. It seeks in particular to complement extant studies of Indo-Caribbean 
music in relation to its original South Asian sources and counterparts, primarily 
as explored in my book, which focused on “local-classical” music and chutney 
(Manuel 2000a). While concentrating primarily on Indo-Caribbean chowtal, 
this essay also aims at achieving a triangular perspective by incorporating ref-
erence to North Indian and Indo-Fijian practice. However, the present study 
must be regarded as provisional rather than defi nitive, due to the incomplete 
nature of my fi eldwork. Chowtal is in fact a vast genre, comprising many regional 
variants even in small countries like Suriname and Guyana, not to mention 
the immense and under-researched Bhojpuri region. It thus merits much more 
extensive documentation than I am able to provide in this article. An exhaus-
tive study of chowtal (which remains an ongoing interest of this author) would 
necessarily extend over several Holi seasons spent in diff erent locales in India 
and the diaspora.3
Chowtal Context, Style, and Structure
Chowtal is a folk song genre of the Bhojpuri-speaking (“pūrab” or “eastern”) 
region of North India—which comprises some 60 million people in eastern 
Uttar Pradesh and western Bihar—and of the Bhojpuri diaspora, especially in 
Fiji, the Caribbean, and their secondary diaspora sites in the United States and 
elsewhere. Chowtal is a seasonal genre, linked to the vernal Hindu Holi or Hori 
festival, which in the diaspora is more commonly called Phagwa (Hindi, phagwā, 
or in Fiji, fāg). In India and the diaspora, Phagwa culminates in a day (usually 
in early March) of carnivalesque merriment, especially the throwing of colored 
powders and liquids, playful (but not unmeasured) violation of class and caste 
boundaries, performance of various forms of vernacular song, and a general 
spirit of sensuous abandon and fun.
Song sessions of various genres associated with Phagwa occur in diverse con-
texts in the weeks leading up to the culminating day itself. Typically, groups of 
men and women agree to gather informally (and in India, usually separately) at 
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someone’s house or patio for an evening song session, whose rowdy and boister-
ous character might occasionally be further enhanced by moderate consumption 
of bhāṅg or some other hashish-based libation. (See Henry 1988, 121–33 for 
further discussion of Bhojpuri Holi music and festivities.) Alternately, regu-
lar evening bhajan or Rāmāyaṇ-singing sessions held in temples might, during 
Phagwa season, instead be devoted to Holi-related genres such as chowtal. Such 
groups will oft en be invited to sing at the home of a Hindu acquaintance, which 
will be eff ectively blessed by the event. On such occasions, some people might 
gather to listen, but on the whole, chowtal singers, like bhajan groups, perform 
for their own entertainment rather than that of others. In both Indo-Caribbean 
and Indo-Fijian culture, chowtal may also be sung in the context of a formal 
sammelan (festival, convocation) involving several groups.
Th e term “chowtal” collectively designates a set of subgenres, including that 
specifi cally known as chowtal, all performed in a distinctive antiphonal format. 
In a typical Indo-Caribbean chowtal session, a rendering of the core subgenre 
chowtal (preceded by an initial invocatory sumiran) should properly segue to 
an attached and shorter ulāra, and thence proceed freely to other chowtals or to 
the miscellaneous other subgenres sung in the same stentorian antiphonal style. 
Th ese genres can include dhamārī, kabīr, jogira, rasiyā, jati, jhūmar, bilvariyā, 
baiswāra, lej, and the farewell song “Sadā ānand.” Th ese are distinguished vari-
ously by their prosodic schemes, melodies, and their characteristic sequences of 
rhythmic modulations and stanzaic repetitions, perhaps along with other criteria 
(which individual singers are unlikely to be able to articulate in abstract terms). 
Miller (2008, 219) astutely categorizes the subgenres as either “long-format” 
styles (especially chowtal and jhūmar) or “short-format” ones (such as kabīr, 
jogira, and the song “Sadā ānand”). (See Appendix B for cursory discussion of 
some of these genres.)
Chowtal is sung in an antiphonal format, in which two groups of vocalists 
(each ideally of at least four people) sit facing each other or in a circle, with a 
ḍholak (barrel drum) player in between. As cued by someone formally or infor-
mally designated as leader, one group sings a line, and the others repeat it, while 
also playing jhānjh (brass cymbals), perhaps along with other percussion instru-
ments such as kartâl (khartāl, two pairs of short metal or wooden sticks), and 
jhīkā (a shaken wooden frame with jingles). In Suriname, a nagāra (kettledrum 
pair) player may replace or supplement the ḍholak, and a tāssa kettledrum might 
occasionally be added in Trinidad. In India and Fiji, harmonium and other 
melodic instruments (such as Hawaiian guitar) may also be played, although 
Caribbean groups shun such instruments out of a purist aesthetic.
Chowtal is rowdy and vigorous in character, rather than lyrical, and accord-
ingly, is more oft en sung by men than women. Text lines are sung at full volume, 
with one group catching its breath while the other group sings. Most typically, 
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in the “long-format” chowtal and jhūmar, a textual-melodic line is fi rst repeated 
a few times at moderate tempo in 7-beat meter;4 then it is rendered a few more 
times at a somewhat faster tempo in duple meter (like the North Indian kaharva, 
although that term is largely unknown in the diaspora). Aft er a few repetitions, 
the tempo quickens again, and then yet again, such that the words come to con-
stitute merely a garbled blur to listeners, and a tongue twister to vocalists them-
selves. By this point a spirit of exuberant frenzy oft en prevails, with vocalists 
singing and striking their jhānjh at full volume, interjecting shouts and cheers, 
gesticulating, and perhaps rising to their knees. Th en the excitement subsides 
as the line is rendered in its original tempo, segueing then to a new text line and 
melodic setting, which are repeated a few times in duple meter, and then acceler-
ated and intensifi ed as was the opening line. Another verse line is then sung to 
the original melody, and subjected to similar modulations, accelerations, and 
intensifi cations, in a similar set of climaxes and reposeful passages. Proceeding 
to the next verse, the group then repeats the entire process again, and then two or 
three times again, with a single “song” easily lasting 15 minutes and sometimes 
as much as 30 minutes.
Variations of this performance format are used in a variety of Bhojpuri-region 
song genres. First, in a broad sense, the general practice of antiphonally repeat-
ing a given line is common to many genres of the region, including various 
women’s folk songs, bhajan or kīrtan singing (see Slawek 1986, 123), and chant-
ing of Tulsidas’ Rāmcaritmānas (whether involving two groups, a leader and a 
chorus, or merely two singers; see, e.g., Lutgendorf 1991, 69). Henry notes that 
the practice of alternating sections in kaharva and 7-beat meter also occurs 
in khilauna, a Bhojpuri/Maithili women’s song form (Henry 2000, 85–6). For 
its part, the more specifi c pattern described here, with its dramatic accelera-
tions and decelerations, also characterizes various specifi c other genres. Henry 
documents its use in the Holi-season cahakā (chahkā) sung by villagers to the 
northwest of Banaras (Henry 1988, 124; see also Henry 2002). In the month of 
Chait (cait) following Phāgun, the song genres ghāṭo and caitā/caitī are also sung 
in a similar fashion, by antiphonal male groups alternating sections in 7 beats 
and kaharva (see, e.g., Jain 1980, 69–71, 112–4, 126–30).
Tulsidas’ Rāmcaritmānas (or “Mānas”) is also oft en sung in this fashion in 
Bhojpuri India (see Lutgendorf 1991, 89), and by Indo-Caribbean and Indo-
Fijian Ramayan gols (groups, otherwise called maṇḍalīs). A similar genre in 
Suriname and Bhojpuri-region India is khajri (khanjarī) gīt, in which vocal-
ists sing Kabir bhajans while accompanying themselves on small tambourines 
called khanjarī (or khajri, not to be confused with the monsoon-season genre 
kajrī).
Th e formal structure of chowtal itself, like that of the other subgenres men-
tioned, is distinctive and considerably more complex than that of a simple 
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strophic song like a bhajan. Th e genre’s name itself refl ects its intricacy, as in-
formants state that it derives from “cār tāl,” that is, “four tāls,” refl ecting the 
four rhythmic modulations it can be seen as running through. Chowtal groups 
can render the form even more elaborate by adding variations, sometimes cued 
by a leader while singing. (Appendix A to this article presents a discussion of 
the chowtal form and a notation of a representative example.) Ideally, chowtal 
groups are either accustomed to performing a song in a given pattern, or else 
they are ready for whatever familiar variations the leader might introduce (either 
by singing, or perhaps gesturing), such that they can adapt almost instanta-
neously. As the variations increase, the structure becomes more complex and 
potentially challenging, and also makes the singing especially rewarding and ex-
citing, as singers smoothly and collectively negotiate the transitions, variations, 
and dizzyingly fast renditions of lines. In such instances, the sense of collective 
exuberance and delight is palpable, as refl ected in the animated shouts, gestures, 
and laughter that ensue.
Th e complexity of the chowtal form puts it beyond the scope of the average 
informal kīrtan group, whether in India or the diaspora. Chowtal requires the 
presence of at least one knowledgeable enthusiast, along with a few others who 
are familiar enough with the genre to follow his cues. Th e ḍholak player must 
also be suffi  ciently skilled to signal the rhythmic shift s (usually following the 
leader’s signs), although it would be diffi  cult for him to lead the session as a 
whole. Further, singers must either have written lyrics in front of them or else 
have memorized them through frequent performance. Confusion and distor-
tions certainly occur; in a chowtal recorded in India by Edward Henry, the 
singers fl ounder at one of the transitions, resuming hesitantly and incorrectly 
in kaharva until, aft er some audible shouting, the leader steers them toward the 
proper line in 7/8. A subsequent chowtal, sung by this same understaff ed group 
of merely four singers and a drummer, is ragged and disjointed throughout 
(and would not have won any awards at an Indo-Caribbean competition).5 In a 
Guyanese session I attended, the song proceeded smoothly except that the leader 
changed a prominent word in a text line, which was then imitated by the group; 
aft er the song ended, the temple pandit corrected them and lectured them about 
the meaning of the line.
Chowtal itself exhibits relatively little melodic variety; most of the sthāyī (ini-
tial verse) melodies I have encountered can be seen as variants of two or three re-
curring stock tunes, which are shown in Appendix A. Most other subgenres sung 
in a chowtal session are equally standardized, and their melodies are oft en even 
simpler, in many cases merely alternating tonic and second degrees. In general, 
for participants, aesthetic interest lies less in melodic richness and subtlety than 
in the excitement generated by the collective rendering of the rhythmic sections, 
with their modulations and intensifi cations. A good drummer can contribute 
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greatly to the success of a song, both by signaling modulations and enlivening 
the music with his spirited playing. Many Caribbean and Fijian ḍholak players 
are prodigious virtuosos, providing a perpetual thumping, pumping, rollicking 
accompaniment adorned with machine-gun rolls, lively fl ams, slaps, and other 
eff ects, all at considerable volume in order to be heard through the boisterous 
singing.6
Although chowtal as a folk genre is unique to the Bhojpuri and Awadhi re-
gions, chowtal texts are less oft en in the dialects of those areas than in Braj-
bhasha, or a Braj close to (“standard”) kharī-bolī Hindi. Presumably, the au-
thors of chowtal texts, though residents of the pūrab region, have composed 
their verses in Braj because of its greater prestige as a literary language. (Th e 
most common songbooks are published in Bombay but sell only in the pūrab 
region and the diaspora, as chowtal is unknown elsewhere in India.) In this 
sense chowtal contrasts with a “cultivated” local folk genre like birahā, which is 
generally sung in the Bhojpuri dialect.
Th e poetic form of chowtals is in some respects typical of much Hindi sung 
verse, especially in the presence of an initial and recurring ṭek (refrain, pro-
nounced like “take”), which punctuates two-line verses (pad, rhyming with 
“bud”), each of which comprises two grammatical phrases (separated in mod-
ern printed editions by a comma). Although the metrical scheme is somewhat 
fl exible, lines must be regular enough to comfortably fi t the conventional fi xed 
tunes and rhythmic modulations. Th us, for example, verses of related but me-
lodically and prosodically distinct genres, such as jhūmar or dhamārī, may not 
be easily accommodated into a chowtal melody (and vice-versa). In chowtal (as 
in classical and much other folk singing), long as well as short vowels may be 
sung to short note-values; long vowels and the inherent “a” following the fi nal 
consonant of a word can be sung to longer note values, but short vowels can-
not. Th us, the chowtal lyric must not contain short vowels in the spots—such 
as the penultimate syllable—where long note-values invariably occur. Th e ṭek 
and pad typically end in “—ānī,” “—ārī,” or “—āī,” as these fi t the fi nal melisma 
pattern nicely.
Th e lyrics of the ṭek and fi rst pad of the song transcribed in Appendix A as 
Example 1 are shown below, indicating prosodic scansion and pronounced in-
herent vowels (e.g., “hātha” instead of the normally written “hāth”). Th e internal 
structures of chowtal ṭek and pad lines are distinctive. Chowtal ṭek and fi nal pad 
lines typically have what could be regarded as an internal rhyme, with the fi nal 
words—here, “hāth picakārī” and “kancan kī picakārī”—eff ectively serving as 
tags. “Hāth picakārī,” which concludes the ṭek, is also appended to the second 
half of the pad’s second line, in order to extend it to the appropriate length of 
its melody. While the ṭek has a prominent internal rhyme, the other lines du-
plicate its ending (“picakārī”) rather than rhyme. As Hindi scholar Rupert Snell 
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(personal communication) noted, the pads here are essentially of 28 poetic 
mātrās (beats), in the confi guration 16 plus 12 as shown, corresponding to the 
common Braj meter called sār.
Hori khelata janaka dulāri // hātha picakārī
2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 [16] 2 1 1 1 2 2 [9]
rūpe ke thāra gulāba bhare hai; kancana kī picakārī
2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2[16] 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 [12]
gore badana nīlāmbar sohata, aur mukha para besara dhāri // hātha picakārī
 [16] [12]
Janaka’s dear daughter [Sita] plays Holi with a picakārī [squirt gun] in her hand
Th e silver plate is full of colored powder; the golden picakārī,
Her fair-skinned body clothed in dark-blue shines, and she wears a nose-ring //
picakārī in hand
Song texts generally adhere to the familiar conventions of rītī poetry, the pre-
vailingly secular, rhetorically oriented verse in which Krishna teases the cowgirls, 
charms them with his fl ute playing, torments Radha by his absence, overpowers 
the snake-demon, and so on. Many concern Holi itself, as celebrated by Krishna 
and Radha, Rama and Sita, or even Shiva and his consort Parvati. However, by 
no means are all song texts saccharine and conventional. Both in the Caribbean 
and South Asian contexts (see, e.g., Henry 1988, 125, 130), amateur composers 
have freely introduced ribaldry and irreverent social commentary, examples of 
which can be found even in popular chapbooks. One example still sung in the 
Caribbean is the dhamāri “Jogi anal tan jānā . . . ” (from Chowtāl Phāgsangrah), 
which describes, in so many words, mendicant jogis bathing aft er so long that 
the water merely courses off  the caked fi lth on their bodies as if off  a duck’s back. 
In another chowtal in the same volume, the young wife relates how her ardent 
husband treats her breasts as his toys.
In India, most verses not derived from common anthologies are written by 
amateur male poets, the likes of which abound in cities and small towns through-
out North India. Such poets, writing for specifi c song genres, generally circulate 
their verse through local singing contexts. Th us, a poet might be active in a given 
akhāra or music club, such as perform cultivated genres like Mirzapur-style kajrī 
or Hathrasi rasiyā; or he might write, on a semiprofessional basis, for a Bhojpuri 
birhā group; alternately, he might merely popularize his lyrics among the local 
bhajan singers at the nearby temple, who might keep handwritten notebooks of 
his and other lyrics. A few poets might have their verse published in cheap chap-
books such as are marketed by street vendors outside train stations and temples.7 
Chowtal singers, accordingly, either remember their lyrics from frequent usage, 
retain them in handwritten notebooks they compile, or get them from published 
chapbooks. Aside from the short (e.g., 10-page) chapbooks found in India, two 
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popular Indian anthologies used both in India and the diaspora are Holī Cautāl 
Sangrah (Shrikrishandas 1985) and Cautāl Phāgsangrah (ShriSadholalji 1988). 
Informants told me that Sadholal, the compiler of the latter anthology, collected 
his texts from oral tradition, although presumably they were originally penned 
by male poets, some of whose pen names appear in concluding verses. Some 
songs derive from chapbooks that are considerably older; Guyanese drummer 
and music savant Ramnarine (Rudy) Sasenarine leads his group in singing songs 
from a photocopied booklet, Cautāl Candrika, published in 1846.
Chowtal in Modern India
A comprehensive study of chowtal in North India would require several Holi 
seasons’ worth of fi eldwork in the pūrab region, including in the extensive 
densely populated but backward parts of Bihar infested with dacoits (bandits), 
Maoist guerrillas, and militias of local warlords. My own research, although 
less extensive, was relatively productive. For purposes of this provisional study, 
the most outstanding feature of chowtal in India today is that it is not nearly 
as proportionally popular or widespread as it is in the Indic Caribbean or Fiji. 
Arriving in Banaras (Varanasi), in the Bhojpuri heartland, in February 2007, I 
had considerable initial diffi  culty in fi nding anyone who had even heard of the 
genre,8 and the extant literature (in Hindi, Urdu, and English) on Bhojpuri folk 
music provided little guidance. Eventually, during that trip and a subsequent one 
in 2009, I was able to interview several knowledgeable informants and attend 
two lively performance sessions, in Kacchwa Bazar, a market town some two 
hours west of Banaras. Th e latter of these was especially spirited, as my local 
contact (a gift ed radio singer named Matuk Singh) had called knowledgeable 
local elders and enthusiasts to attend for my benefi t the Saturday night song 
session at the Hanuman temple.
My research, though far from exhaustive, enables me to conclude with some 
confi dence that chowtal is still avidly sung in many villages in the Bhojpuri and 
perhaps Avadhi regions. However, its popularity has declined dramatically in 
recent generations, such that in many more villages not only is it not sung, it is 
also completely unknown. Formerly abundant provincial composers of chowtal 
lyrics are now rare, and publishers of chowtal chapbooks like Sadanand Press 
(Varanasi) have ceased to issue new booklets for lack of fresh material. More-
over, while extant groups may sing with great zest, their repertoire tends to be 
limited to a few songs in the familiar, basic subgenres (chowtal proper, ulāra, 
jhūmar, baiswāra, and jogira), such that more rarefi ed items like lej, jati, sadā 
ānand and rasiyā are forgotten. My informants attributed chowtal’s decline to 
the preference of the young for fi lm music and especially for the light, oft en 
ribald commercial Bhojpuri songs (including newly composed Holi songs) 
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now marketed on cheap VCDs and MP3 discs. Chowtal’s obscurity contrasts 
with the familiarity of certain other neo-folk genres like birhā, which is well 
known throughout the Bhojpuri region, and kajrī, which, although a specialty 
of Mirzapur, is familiar well beyond that area, including in Banaras. My research 
also suggested that in the Banaras region, the genre caitā, sung during the month 
aft er Phagwa, is considerably better known than chowtal, which it resembles to 
some extent.
In the realm of Bhojpuri folk music genres, chowtal enjoys—or perhaps, suf-
fers from—a sort of intermediate status. On the one hand, as mentioned, it is too 
complex to be sung by the average kīrtan group, but rather requires the presence 
of a core of knowledgeable enthusiasts. On the other hand, chowtal lacks the 
types of formalized patronage that sustains more cultivated folk genres like birhā 
and kajrī. Birhā continues to thrive as a formal entertainment genre performed 
by professionals, oft en to audiences of several hundred. For its part, kajrī is still 
performed in a variety of styles and contexts, and has until the last generation 
been especially cultivated in Mirzapur as a sophisticated poetic-musical genre 
by the grassroots institutions of akhāras or music clubs, with their chief poets, 
specialized repertoires, and formal disciples and members.
Performances of Mirzapuri kajrī and Hathrasi rasiyā are ideally structured as 
competitions (muqābilā, ḍaṅgal) between two akhāras, who, aside from insult-
ing each other in song, pose riddles and questions—especially regarding Hindu 
mythology—which the opposing akhāra must answer (in appropriate rhyme 
scheme, meter, and melody). Although there are no formal chowtal akhāras, 
informants related that competitive chowtal performances of this nature also oc-
cur, with questions posed in the ulāra section to be answered in the other group’s 
chowtal. Such events might be formally sponsored by some patron or organizing 
committee for the general public, to celebrate a wedding, the birth of a son, or 
the consecration of a new building. Competing groups might well be paid for 
such performances, though they would not constitute regular professionals like 
the singers of birhā, qavvālī, or bilvariā (bilvaiyā), another Mirzapur-area genre, 
and would only perform chowtal during Holi season. Presumably, they would 
be more in the nature of the Birla Kirtan Samaj studied by Slawek (1986, 139ff ), 
which might be invited to perform at local temples and other events (just as are 
temple-based chowtal gols in the Caribbean).
Meanwhile, chowtal has only minimal representation in the mass media, and 
is thus eff ectively marginalized by them. Commercial cassettes, VCDs, and MP3 
CDs of Bhojpuri music—including Holi music—abound, but these are primar-
ily newly-composed, studio-produced folk-pop songs, as rendered by stars like 
Manoj Tiwari or Kalpana, the honey-voiced, Assam-born songstress who has 
replaced Sharda Sinha as the leading female exponent of Bhojpuri popular mu-
sic. Chowtal is not marketed on such commercial recordings, although given 
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the extent to which melodies are recycled in India, it is not surprising to oc-
casionally encounter chowtal melodies in birhā or bilvariā, which can be found 
in a few cassettes, and which, somewhat like caitā and qavvālī, typically feature 
a male solo singer accompanied by a chorus. Th e standard three-section ulāra 
melody (shown in Appendix B), rendered in similarly responsorial fashion, also 
surfaces in several modern commercial Bhojpuri Holi folk-pop songs marketed 
on MP3 discs.
Chowtal might also occasionally be sung in a stylized fashion on All India 
Radio (AIR), as a solo song. A vocalist wanting to become an “approved” singer 
of folk music on AIR must demonstrate familiarity with 16 folk genres chosen 
out of a list of 64, which includes chowtal. While such an AIR-style solo rendi-
tion of chowtal would be quite distinct from a more typical rowdy group song, 
two AIR “approved” Banaras folk singers (both educated musicians of bourgeois 
background) nevertheless demonstrated for me how chowtal could be sung solo, 
skipping the line repetitions and moving quickly through the verses and rhyth-
mic modulations.9
Chowtal-singing in India is primarily a male pastime, although, as will be 
discussed below, such is no longer the case in the Caribbean. Indian folk genres 
whose names describe formal characteristics, such as poetic meter or, in the 
case of chowtal, rhythm, tend to be associated more with male authorship and 
performance milieus (see Vatuk 1979, 38–47). Authors of chowtal verses appear 
to have been primarily, if not entirely, men. Almost all chowtals are “through-
composed” texts, rather than relying on the repetition and word substitution 
that typically distinguish women’s folk songs (see Vatuk 1979, 46).10 In terms 
of performance, women generally do not attend the evening kīrtan or chowtal 
sessions held in local Hindu temples on regular weekdays (e.g., in Hanuman 
temples, typically Tuesdays and Saturdays). As Henry notes, it would be inappro-
priate for respectable women in India to sing in the boisterous manner typical 
of genres like cahakā or, by extension, chowtal (Henry 1988, 144). Nevertheless, 
village women do sing chowtal in a more reserved manner amongst themselves, 
as in the session recorded by Henry in 1972. Chaturvedi (1989, 245, 256) also 
notes that women and men might together sing dhamār and the chowtal-related 
derhtāl.
Indo-Caribbean Music Culture
East Indians were brought by British colonialists to the Caribbean as indentured 
laborers, primarily to replace or undercut Afro-Caribbean workers in the wake 
of the emancipation of slaves in 1838. Between 1845 and 1917, some 417,000 
workers were induced to come to Trinidad, Guyana (then British Guiana), 
and the Dutch colony of Suriname, with smaller numbers settling in Jamaica, 
Martinique, and elsewhere. While some of the workers returned to India, around 
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four-fi ft hs remained, such that their descendants, numbering around a million 
souls, now constitute a majority of the population of Guyana and the largest 
ethnic groups in Trinidad and Suriname. Substantial communities of immi-
grant Indo-Guyanese and Trinidadians have emerged in North American cities, 
especially New York and Toronto, while some 100,000 Indo-Surinamese have 
settled in the Netherlands.
Most of the indentured immigrants came from the Bhojpuri-speaking and 
adjacent Awadhi-speaking regions of North India, such that the Bhojpuri lan-
guage, with elements of Awadhi, became a sort of lingua franca among them, 
although English came to gradually replace it in Guyana and Trinidad. Bhojpuri 
regional culture also came to constitute the underlying basis for most aspects 
of Indo-Caribbean culture, from festivals to cuisine and music. Nevertheless, 
aft er indentured workers stopped arriving in 1917, contact with pūrab-region 
India eff ectively ceased altogether. Subsequent contacts with India consisted 
primarily of a trickle of Hindi books, Hindu and Muslim holy men, and, from 
the 1930s, commercial fi lms and records that together represented the new, 
pan-regional, cinema-based popular culture and commercialized versions of 
the Hindu/Muslim “Great Traditions.” Indo-Caribbean culture subsequently 
evolved as an idiosyncratic synthesis of these sources, together with those from 
the local creole “mainstream.”
Indo-Caribbean music culture is diverse in form as well as in historical and 
aff ective relationships to counterparts and sources in South Asia. Th e younger 
generations of Indo-Caribbeans, like their Afro-Caribbean compatriots, enjoy 
contemporary popular music, especially reggae, hip-hop, r’n’b, and soca. Most 
Indo-Caribbeans, whether young or old, also enjoy Hindi fi lm music, which they 
consume via the mass media and also avidly sing in various amateur contexts. 
In recent decades the Indo-Caribbean popular music scene has also been enliv-
ened by the emergence of chutney and chutney-soca. Many Hindus also gather 
regularly in temples to sing Hindu devotional bhajans, in a more or less generic 
North Indian Hindi-belt mainstream style, typically accompanied by ḍholak, 
harmonium, and dantal (daṇḍtāl), the idiophone consisting of a long metal rod 
struck by a U-shaped clapper, that has become ubiquitous in Indo-Caribbean 
music (except for chowtal).
Somewhat in a class by itself is the neo-traditional genre called “local-classical 
music,” “tān-singing,” or baithak gānā (in Trinidad, Guyana, and Suriname, re-
spectively), which is performed by semiprofessional specialists at Hindu wed-
dings and other events (see Manuel 2000a, 2000b). Another neo-traditional 
music genre is tassa (Hindi, tāsa) drumming, which is performed at Hindu 
weddings and the Shi’a Muharram commemoration in both North India and 
Trinidad. Trinidadian tassa drumming fl ourishes vigorously, synthesizing tra-
ditional rhythms (or “hands”) and adaptations of creole beats (like “dingolay”) 
into a dynamic and original system of standardized suites and cadences.
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Closer to chowtal in terms of their overwhelmingly traditional character are 
the women’s Bhojpuri folk songs still sung at weddings and other occasions. 
Myers (1998, 409) managed to fi nd cognates for some such Trinidadian songs 
in her fi eldwork in the Bhojpuri region, and I have also found evidence of such 
correspondences.11 Making an exhaustive survey of such relations would be 
a formidable task, as songs, genres, and practices common in one district of 
Bhojpuri India may be virtually unknown in the next, and an entity found in 
the Caribbean might derive from anywhere in the region—and might further 
have died out altogether in India. Such song traditions are rapidly declining in 
Anglophone Guyana and Trinidad, where Bhojpuri is known only by a dwin-
dling number of elders. Modernity is inexorably taking its toll on folk song tradi-
tions even in Suriname, where Bhojpuri (or more properly, a Bhojpuri-Awadhi 
dialect called Sarnami) remains vital among East Indians.
Chowtal in Indo-Caribbean Music
Chowtal—along with the closely related and notably unresearched tradition of 
group Ramāyaṇ-singing12—occupies a singular place in Indo-Caribbean music 
culture. Unlike local-classical singing or chutney-soca, Indo-Caribbean chowtal 
does not appear to have changed dramatically in the Caribbean context, such 
that it still closely resembles its South Asian counterpart. Moreover, unlike wom-
en’s folk songs, chowtal is not only surviving, but thriving in Indo-Caribbean 
culture. Indeed, the popularity of chowtal in the Indic Caribbean contrasts dra-
matically with its relative obscurity in India. It is safe to say that essentially every 
Indo-Caribbean adult has a degree of basic familiarity with chowtal, being able 
to identify it, at the very least, as some sort of rowdy folk song that Hindu en-
thusiasts sing in temples during Phagwa season. (As discussed later, chowtal is 
equally popular and familiar in Indo-Fijian society.)
Given the minimal cultural contact between Bhojpuri India, Fiji, and the 
Caribbean since 1917, the parallels between the three chowtal traditions are 
extraordinary. While numerous variants exist in all three regions, essentially 
identical versions of chowtal and its subgenres can also be found in each site, 
exhibiting the same form and style, with some of the same melodies and the 
same complex conventional rhythmic modulations. Versions of ulāra in the 
three areas are also basically identical, and also correspond to the form of cahakā 
recorded in 1972 by Henry in Ghazipur district. Further multi-locale research 
would presumably reveal other uniformities. While it is seldom possible to as-
certain the antiquity of folk songs in India or elsewhere, the documented par-
allels indicate that these song forms are at least 90 years old, and presumably 
date back to the 19th century (if not earlier). Th ey also indicate a remarkable 
persistence and stability in all three communities, coexisting, of course, with 
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dramatic changes in other aspects of music culture. On the Caribbean side, the 
persistence of tradition has been aided by a conscious conservatism in chowtal 
performance. Hence, for example, while harmonium is widely used in other 
Caribbean genres, chowtal groups shun it, preferring a purist, more austere 
texture of only voices and percussion. Since Bhojpuri Indian groups currently 
have no objection to harmonium, its avoidance in the Caribbean can be seen 
as a sort of marginal survival of the Indian performance practice that predated 
the advent of that instrument.
My elderly second-generation Caribbean informants assert that chowtal was 
well established in their younger years, and was sung by their immigrant parents 
in essentially the same style and contexts as it is today. One prominent socio-
musical change has been the greater participation of women, both in the form 
of all-female groups (such as compete in Trinidadian contests) and in the ample 
presence of women in temple and neighborhood groups. Such mixed ensembles 
would be exceptional in India, and are also uncharacteristic of Fiji. A Guyanese 
informant related to me that even Afro-Caribbean neighbors might learn to sing 
chowtal as best they could, joining neighborhood groups that would proceed 
from house to house, singing and playing Holi (throwing colored powder, hurl-
ing each other into canals, and the like).13 Another contextual development in 
both the Caribbean and Fiji has been the institutionalization of chowtal perfor-
mance, especially in the form of competitions and festivals organized annually 
in Trinidad by Sanatanist Hindu organizations14 like the Hindu Prachar Kendra, 
Hindu Seva Sangh, and Sanatan Dharma Maha Sabha, and in Guyana by the 
Guyana Hindi Dharmic Sabha, which would each involve dozens of groups. Such 
events may be structured as competitions, with trophies or plaques awarded by 
panels of judges. Organizers and participants of such events may downplay the 
competitive aspect, although in the past, rivalries between Caribbean groups 
could be intense. Rudy Sasenarine lamented to me how such competitive sensi-
bilities had oft en inspired erudite singers to hide rather than share their knowl-
edge of recondite forms like lej and jati.
Youth groups are another prominent feature of chowtal performance; day-
long Holi sammelan festivals held at a temple in Queens, New York, typically 
include three or four such temple-based youth ensembles, each comprising over 
30 schoolchildren and teenagers, who render (albeit with more enthusiasm than 
precision) various chowtals, kabīrs, and ulāras. Juvenile and teenage groups also 
abound in Fiji and in the Fijian secondary diaspora communities in California. 
In my research in Bhojpuri India, I neither found nor heard of counterparts to 
such groups. Nor are chowtal groups limited to the Caribbean, or to large com-
munities like New York, as they are also found in such places as Atlanta, Georgia, 
and wherever a nucleus of Indo-Caribbean or Indo-Fijian enthusiasts and one or 
two competent guides can be found. To Caribbean Hindus keen on preserving 
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some sort of traditional religious and cultural identity, chowtal singing has come 
to serve as an entertaining and instructive temple-based activity that can unite 
young and old in a spirit of fun.
As mentioned above, a chowtal session in India today might occasionally 
take the form of a duel between two groups, whose lyrics would respond to 
each other’s posed questions or challenges. Contemporary Trinidadians and 
Guyanese lack the fl uency in Hindi needed to engage in such repartees. How-
ever, as late as the 1960s there were many singers who, although born in the 
Caribbean, were raised in Bhojpuri-speaking families and used their linguistic 
fl uency to compose chowtal lyrics. A few had booklets of their Hindi verses 
published in India (showing verses in both Hindi and Roman script) and im-
ported to the Caribbean.15 Some such chowtals, which may contain the cāp or 
pen name of their authors, are still sung by gols today. Some of their songs might 
adhere to the conventions of rītī verse, while others might be in the vein of the 
humorous, irreverent, and even risqué lyrics mentioned above. One informant 
sang for me an old Guyanese chowtal, which sardonically relates the downfall 
of Brahminical pretensions:
Ab kal yūg sun lo bāyān suno nar nāri
Brahmin bābā murgī ko se khub bane kar kārī
Botal botal dāru mangāi, snāps snāps chāhī aī . . .
Listen to how Kali Yug [the decadent present era] is these days
Th e Brahmin cooks his chicken, makes a nice curry
orders bottle aft er bottle of liquor, has his schnaps
His daughter has become a Christian and has changed her name to Lucy
And now she’s shacked up with a black man . . .
Very few composers of chowtal lyrics are alive today in Trinidad and Guyana. 
Ramdeen Chotoo, a celebrated savant of Trinidad, passed away in 2006 at the age 
of 86. An equally erudite, active, and Bhojpuri-speaking Guyanese contempo-
rary of his, Tej Singh, presently resides in Queens, New York, where the chowtal 
gol of the Mahatma Gandhi Satsang Society still sings various chowtals, cahakās, 
and other compositions of his (about Mahatma Gandhi and other subjects). 
Meanwhile, as in India, chowtal melodies themselves generally adhere to a lim-
ited repertoire of stock tunes rather than being original compositions.
If the present and subsequent generations will never replace such individuals, 
there remain a number of younger Indo-Caribbeans (such as Sasenarine) with 
an impressive knowledge of Bhojpuri song and poetry. In my research both on 
local-classical music and chowtal, I was repeatedly surprised to meet singers 
who, while unable to carry on an elementary conversation in Hindi, had never-
theless since their youth cultivated an interest in traditional music and lore, such 
that they could sing and understand many dozens of songs learned from elders 
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or from old Hindi songbooks, and were also able to dilate on their meaning. 
In a chowtal or local-classical session, such experts might be able to present a 
song (as well as understand someone else’s song) suited to a particular context, 
whether commenting on an appropriate Hindu myth or even insulting another 
member of the group. Hence the persistence, in a few chowtal groups, of the tra-
dition of ending a song session with a round of jogira, in which knowledgeable 
singers, to the accompaniment of jhānjh, take turns declaiming humorous Hindi 
couplets derived mostly from oral tradition, commencing their verses with the 
refrain “Jogira sararara jogira sararara.” (See Miller 2008, 233–4 for discussion 
of jogira in Fiji.) However, nowadays most groups rely on written texts, whether 
the aforementioned Holi Cautāl Sangrah and Chautāl Phāgsangrah, or photo-
copied notebooks of romanized transliterations of them, or of lyrics written by 
an elder poet like Tej Singh or Ramdeen Chotoo. (As with other Indo-Caribbean 
genres involving Hindi lyrics, niceties of pronunciation oft en suff er among the 
Anglophone Guyanese and Trinidadians.)
Indo-Caribbean chowtal groups typically either coalesce during Phagwa 
season or else consist of temple-based kīrtan or Ramāyaṇ gols that switch to 
chowtal aft er Vasant Panchami, a few weeks prior to Phagwa. In the Caribbean, 
chowtal has also oft en been performed as a processional song, with a nucleus 
of core singers and a drummer walking through a village and being joined by 
(male) enthusiasts (with the women typically following behind); many may carry 
sticks. Once the group assembles at its destination, the sticks are added to a 
bonfi re that commemorates the mythical immolation of Holika, around which 
the festival is based.
Some of the temple-based groups assume a fairly formal structure, with an 
elected or otherwise selected “captain” who serves as general music director and 
assumes various responsibilities, such as providing jhānjh cymbals and copies of 
songbooks to members who need them. Th e captain may also decide who gets to 
lead individual songs, perhaps nodding at the chosen person aft er a song ends. 
At that point, the designated leader of a song announces or simply commences 
the next, obliging some of the others to hurriedly fl ip through their notebooks 
to fi nd it. (Ideally, participants have memorized songs, such that they can sing 
loudly with each other in merry visual communion rather than having to bury 
their heads in their notebooks.) In instances where there are textual insertions, 
the leader might cue his or her neighbors by quickly saying a key text word 
before it is to be sung. At anticipated rhythmic transitions, the drummer will be 
watching the leader closely for a glance or gesture indicating a shift , as most sing-
ers will follow the drummer’s lead at such points. Various factors might infl uence 
the choice of songs. Some would say that only devotional rather than amatory 
“rasikā” songs are appropriate for a temple setting, and at a competition a group 
might well present some of its more specialized “technical” repertoire rather 
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than a familiar chowtal like “Gokul bich janmen” or “Shiv Shankar dīndayāl.” 
Ideally, group sessions generate a sense of joyous camaraderie, to which I can 
attest as an occasional participant. However, human nature being what it is, 
some groups are rent by personal rivalries and enmities, which surface in such 
matters as choice of leaders and captains.
While certain core structures and melodies (such as that presented in Appen-
dix A and Example 1 therein) can be found throughout Trinidad, Guyana, and 
Suriname, distinctive versions of chowtal and lesser subgenres abound. Hence, 
for example, not only do favored Guyanese melodies diff er somewhat from those 
of Trinidad, but within Guyana itself regional distinctions exist, for example, 
between styles of Bath and Berbice districts. Some such diff erences may result 
from local innovations, but they may be more likely to derive from the infl uence 
of particular enthusiasts who emigrated from specifi c Bhojpuri-region locales, 
bringing their own distinctive homeland repertoires with them.
Chowtal in Indo-Fijian Culture
From 1879 to 1916, some 61,000 Indians—predominantly from the Bhojpuri 
region—came to the Fiji islands as indentured workers. Th ey now number 
some 311,000 in Fiji and around 145,000 in secondary diasporic sites, includ-
ing California, Australia, and elsewhere. Indo-Fijian culture exhibits remarkable 
similarities to Indo-Caribbean culture, from its primarily Bhojpuri traditional 
base to the complex ethnic tensions involved in sharing the diasporic homeland 
with another population—in this case, the indigenous Fijians. Indo-Fijian soci-
ety is perhaps especially similar to Indo-Surinamese society in that the inden-
tureship program started a few decades later than it did in Trinidad and Guyana; 
as in Suriname, a version of Bhojpuri Hindi is still widely spoken. Knowledge 
of both Bhojpuri and standard Hindi has facilitated both perpetuation of tradi-
tional folk forms like chowtal as well as an easy familiarity with contemporary 
Indian culture, including fi lm music and modern Bhojpuri commercial popular 
music. Such fl uency allows Fijians, like Indo-Surinamese, to be adept at com-
posing verses, both in the form of topical chowtals and jhūmars and in light, 
humorous genres like jogira.
Miller’s insightful study of Fijian chowtal (2008), supplemented by my own 
limited fi eldwork with Fijian immigrants in California (see Figure 1), reveals 
close parallels with Indo-Caribbean chowtal, both in form and sociomusical as-
pects. Fijians, using the same Indian songbooks, sing some of the same chowtals, 
in the identical rhythmic structure and in closely similar melodies as can be 
found in India and the Caribbean. Th eir versions of several short-format sub-
genres like kabīr and ulāra are also essentially identical to Caribbean counter-
parts. Perhaps the most salient diff erence is that among most Indo-Fijians, while 
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the term “chowtal” (or, in some contexts, “Faag”) is used as a standard umbrella 
term, the common default long-format subgenre is a variety of jhūmar, rather 
than chowtal itself. Th us, for example, at the 2008 Faag Sammelan I attended in 
Sacramento, California, most of the items presented were jhūmars, with only 
two or three chowtals sung in the course of the event. Th e formal structure of 
Fijian jhūmar is essentially identical to that of chowtal, though the verses scan 
diff erently, and the stock melodies are also distinct (both from chowtal and 
from Caribbean jhūmars). Since jhūmars are less common in Indian chowtal 
songbooks, Miller relates that groups tend to rely on texts published in sources 
such as Indo-Fijian newspapers (Miller 2008, 223).
Another diff erence from Caribbean chowtal is that Fijians, like their North 
Indian counterparts, are not hesitant to supplement the austere-sounding jhānjh 
and ḍholak accompaniment with harmonium and other instruments, such as 
Hawaiian guitar, as might be available. Th e use of melodic instruments may 
contribute to the practice, by some groups, of modulating to a higher tonic 
pitch for the ulāra following a jhūmar or chowtal. Fijian Faag singing also has 
a somewhat more soloistic dimension, with the group leader alone singing a 
Figure 1.  An Indo-Fijian chowtal group at a sammelan in 
Sacramento, 2008. Th e youthful ḍholak player uses a second 
drum, resting vertically. Th e performer on the left  foreground 
plays a “banjo” (taisho koto). (Photo by Peter Manuel.)
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line at the start of a song and aft er key cadences. In a sammelan or competition, 
awards and announcements specify the leader rather than the group, and a given 
group might accompany diff erent leaders in diff erent songs. Meanwhile, the 
mixed male and female groups now common in the Caribbean are not typical 
of Indo-Fijian chowtal, although a few girls’ groups participated in the 2008 
sammelan I attended.
Chowtal and Diasporic Dynamics
V. S. Naipaul once wrote that he grew up in Trinidad conceiving of his South 
Asian heritage as “a trapdoor into a bottomless past” (1977, xi). On my fi rst 
evening in the provincial farm town of Kacchwa Bazar, I felt as if I had passed 
through that trapdoor and reached some shadowy netherworld where the an-
cestral sources of Indo-Caribbean music culture were all around me. As a local 
acquaintance and I walked through the town to fi nd an elderly singer I had met 
the day before, music seemed to be happening everywhere, resounding from 
pockets of light and activity in the otherwise dark alleys. On one side a few teen-
age boys were clustered in a cramped Hanuman temple, honoring the monkey-
god’s weekly worship day by singing a ragged, Caribbean-sounding bhajan to 
the accompaniment of a ḍholak. Th rough a doorway down another lane I could 
see some women huddled around a lantern, singing a Phagwa-season song to 
what struck me as a typical Trinidadian chutney tune. It being wedding season, 
twice we were obliged to fl atten ourselves against doorways to make way for 
raucous marriage processions, in which a poker-faced groom on horseback was 
surrounded by young men laughing and energetically gyrating to the thunder-
ous drumming of tāssa ensembles nearly identical to those that enliven Hindu 
weddings in the Caribbean. Eventually reaching the old singer’s patio, we found 
him asleep on a cot, but, happy to be roused, he was soon singing for me what 
he called ṭhumrīs, accompanying himself on a dilapidated harmonium. A clas-
sical musician from nearby Banaras would have scoff ed at his skeletal and rustic 
ṭhumrīs, but I could easily hear in his quavering voice the same tunes that per-
vade the ṭhumrīs of Trinidadian local-classical music. Eventually we proceeded 
to a slightly larger Hanuman temple, where a dozen or so men were engaged in 
another song session. Hearing of my interest in chowtal, they proceeded to sing 
a few chowtals essentially interchangeable with any of the Indo-Guyanese ones I 
would be hearing the following week in New York. For me the entire experience 
was somewhat surreal, and I felt as if I had been transported back a century, or 
that I was hearing the Caribbean songs I knew being performed in a parallel 
universe that was at once strange and yet eerily familiar.
In the more than 90 years that have elapsed since contacts between Bhojpuri 
India and the diasporic communities ceased, much has changed in their respec-
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tive music cultures. Entire genres, not to mention songs, have died out, and 
new ones have arisen to take their places, whether under the infl uence of new 
technologies, new demographic contacts, or new socioeconomic conditions in 
general. Th e presence of identical music forms in South Asian, Fijian, and Carib-
bean contexts thus indicates a remarkable persistence within all three cultures.16 
Chowtal provides a particularly striking example of such continuity, with, for 
example, all three traditions containing versions of the structure described in 
Appendix A and the melody shown therein as Example 1. Th e pan-regional 
persistence of this tune and form reinforce a perspective that would regard the 
diasporic sites as microcosms of Bhojpuri-region India during the indenture-
ship period.
Equally conspicuous, however, are the diff erences between the three commu-
nities. It is also these distinctions that most clearly pose questions relating to the 
dynamics of diasporic music and culture in general. Some of the most obvious 
diff erences relate to forces of creolization in the diaspora, as, for example, in the 
case of a hybrid genre like Trinidadian chutney-soca, or the incorporation of 
rhythms like “dingolay” into the repertoires of Trinidadian tāssa ensembles.
Other diff erences are more enigmatic—perhaps especially those pertaining 
to the relative popularity of certain cultural or musical entities. One of the most 
visually conspicuous of these is the jhaṇḍī, a set of bamboo poles topped by red 
triangular fl ags, which stand in front of most Sanatanist Hindu homes in Indo-
Caribbean as well as Indo-Fijian neighborhoods, whether in rural Suriname or 
Queens, New York. Yet a visitor to India’s Bhojpuri region will be hard-pressed 
to fi nd such domestic fl ags; informants relate that they have encountered them 
primarily in the Chapra district west of Patna. Th at such a regional-specifi c 
entity became so widespread in the diaspora would call for some sort of expla-
nation. A comparable enigma is represented by the dantāl idiophone. Although 
it is a virtually ubiquitous accompanying instrument in Indo-Caribbean and 
Indo-Fijian music, the dantāl is now extremely obscure in India, including in 
the pūrab region.17
Th e chowtal phenomenon invites comparison with the dantāl and jhaṇḍī fl ags, 
in having become proportionally more common in the diaspora than in the an-
cestral homeland. While chowtal’s decline in India seems logical enough, what 
perhaps remains more challenging to explain is why it has spread and continues 
to fl ourish in the diaspora. Addressing this question raises broader issues of dia-
sporic musical dynamics in general, and the factors conditioning the trajectories 
of other music genres and cultural entities. It is possible, for example, that jhaṇḍī 
fl ags, although uncommon throughout most of the Bhojpuri region, came to 
be widely adopted in the diaspora because Hindus found in them a convenient 
way of asserting their social identity in a new situation in which they had to 
coexist with other ethnic groups. Similarly, the dantāl may have spread for its 
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own idiosyncratic reasons—perhaps, as has been suggested, because it could be 
adapted from cooking implements or maritime tools that were easily available 
to the immigrants while at sea or waiting to embark.
Chowtal’s spread in the diaspora may have been reinforced by similarly dis-
tinctive conditions. A major consideration in Indo-Trinidadian and Guyanese 
musical developments is that the decline of Bhojpuri Hindi in recent genera-
tions has vitiated text-driven musical genres (as opposed, for example, to tāssa 
drumming) by eroding their linguistic base. Hence, among the Bhojpuri musical 
inheritance, narrative epic ballads like Alha have disappeared, while women’s 
folk song traditions formerly transmitted by oral tradition have also declined. 
As I have noted elsewhere (Manuel 2000a, 77–82),18 the only word-oriented 
traditional genres that can hope to survive in the Indic Caribbean are those in 
which performers can rely on printed texts. Hence, Trinidadian local-classical 
music, with its lyrics derived from old song anthologies, has managed to last in 
a form however reduced, until the present. Bhajan groups continue to thrive, as 
their music is relatively simple and there is no shortage of songbooks, whether 
in Hindi script or Roman, and whether printed in India or the Caribbean. Th e 
resilient survival of Ramāyaṇ gols is also comparable, as anyone who has learned 
to read Hindi script can acquire a copy of Tulsidas’ Mānas and learn to sing along 
with the knowledgeable enthusiasts who still lead ensembles.
Indo-Caribbean chowtal occupies a particular place in this continuum. As a 
site for competitive display of spontaneous versifi cation, it no longer fl ourishes, 
if it ever did, and even the tradition of composing lyrics appears to have largely 
ended with the last generation. However, neither composition of new lyrics nor 
comprehension of existing ones is essential to the genre, such that chowtal groups, 
as mentioned, have been able to rely on booklets and notebooks, whose mean-
ing can be explained by a knowledgeable pandit.19 Moreover, while it would be 
unfair to characterize bhajan singing as monotonous, chowtal certainly off ers a 
diff erent dimension of excitement and musical camaraderie to the enthusiast. 
Th e loosening of social inhibitions regulating male-female interaction has also 
enabled women and girls to augment the ranks of temple-based groups. Hence, 
even if chowtal was originally brought by immigrants from one particular region, 
it proved to be well suited to the diasporic music culture, such that it could spread 
and even enjoy a greater durability than its Bhojpuri-region counterpart.
Such factors may help explain chowtal’s popularity and resilience, and are 
perhaps more satisfying to the scholar than would be the attribution of music 
history to arbitrary accident. Further research—especially regarding the related 
Bhojpuri-region genres—could greatly help illuminate aspects of chowtal history, 
and of the dynamics of Indo-Caribbean cultural history as a whole. Most intrigu-
ingly, the study of entities like chowtal, dantāl, and jhaṇḍī fl ags may suggest the 
existence of a neo-traditional stratum of Bhojpuri diasporic culture—especially 
in Fiji and the Caribbean—that is not only relatively uniform but in some ways 
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distinct from Indian Bhojpuri culture, past and present. Unfortunately, the de-
cline of chowtal and especially its subgenres in India means that some of the 
preliminary data presented in this article may acquire an unfortunate and un-
merited aspect of fi nality and conclusiveness. What remains remarkably vital, 
fortunately, is diasporic chowtal. With its institutionalization, its accommoda-
tion of women, and its integration into temple culture and youth groups, Indo-
Caribbean and Indo-Fijian chowtal represents less a case of marginal survival 
than marginal triumph.
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Notes
1 In deference to Caribbean and Fijian conventional romanizations, I use the translit-
eration “chowtal” in place of the more academic “cautāl.”
2 Literature surveying Bhojpuri folk music includes the following works, none of which 
mentions chowtal: Chaturvedi (1989); Faruqi (1981); Henry (1988); Prasad (1987); Sinha 
1971; Sisira (1954); Tewari (1974); and Upadhyaya (1954). Grierson’s (1886a, 1886b) 
articles on Bhojpuri and Bihari folk music also do not mention the genre.
3 My fi eldwork has consisted of two trips, of two weeks each, to India’s Bhojpuri region 
in 2007 and 2009, attendance at an Indo-Fijian chowtal competition in California in 2008, 
interviews with informants in Trinidad and Suriname later that year, and ongoing but 
intermittent engagement with Indo-Caribbeans in New York City, during which I became 
an ad hoc member of one of the leading Guyanese chowtal groups and participated in 
three performances. While my research on Indo-Caribbean chowtal has thus focused 
on the New York community, this population of around 100,000 Indo-Trinidadians and 
Guyanese sustains over a dozen groups and some of the most knowledgeable and skilled 
performers in the fi eld.
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4 I have encountered a few knowledgeable Caribbean musicians who, perhaps through 
exposure to classical music, might refer to this meter as cāncar or dīpcandī, but most 
performers, including drummers, do not articulate any such designations. As a 7-beat 
meter, the meter is theoretically closer to rūpak than to the 14-beat cāncar/dīpcandī, but 
it has more of the feel of an up-tempo cāncar and lacks rūpak’s distinctive khālī (“empty”) 
fi rst beat.
5 I am grateful to Henry for providing me with this recording.
6 A drummer would practice greater restraint in the Indo-Caribbean local-classical 
context; I once heard a Trinidadian local-classical singer curtly reprimand his overeager 
drummer, saying, “What you playin’, man, chowtal?”
In both India and the Caribbean, drummers may signal section ends by a cadential 
fi gure: x-xx-xx-x (or ONE-two-THREE-ONE-two-THREE-ONE-two-ONE), which 
might be accompanied by the shouted exclamation it signifi es, “RAma CHANdar KI 
JAY!” (Hail Ramchandar!)
7 Such poets can be especially useful informants regarding folk music, as they are 
oft en at once in touch with vernacular music and, unlike many village performers, are 
able to speak articulately about diverse aspects of the music, including formal features 
like metrical schemes, rhythms, and the like. Hence, poets of rasiyā, akhāras were among 
my best guides in my earlier research on Braj folk, rasiyā, and useful informants in my 
chowtal research in India included birhā poets Shyam Lal Khalifa, Laxmi Narayan Yadav, 
Kasi Nath (Banaras), and Suraj Singh (Sitamadhi), and Lallan Guru (poet and khalīfā of a 
Mirzapur kajrī akhāra). On more than one occasion I came to feel that I was mildly an-
noying such informants by my persistent questions about chowtal, which they regarded as 
inferior to their own specialties. Th us, Kasi Nath eventually told me, “Chowtal is nothing 
special” (cautāl koī khās chīz nahīn).
Th e music of the Mirzapur kajri akhāras merits detailed study, not only for its richness 
but also because, like Hathrasi rasiyā (see Manuel 1993, 1994), it is in a state of lamentable 
decline. Th e parallels between the two genres are close.
8 A typical response to my questions about chowtal, even when posed to those knowl-
edgeable about other folk genres, was “‘Chowtal’? No, you must mean caitā,” or, “You 
must mean caupāî.” Accordingly, when I brought fi ve acquaintances from a village north 
of Banaras to attend chowtal sessions in Kacchwa Bazar, they subsequently said they had 
never heard the genre or anything much like it.
9 Th e chowtals of both singers (Sucharita Gupta and Santosh Srivastava) derived from 
an anthology by Banaras-based folklorist Hariram Dwivedi. Gupta can also be heard 
singing a chowtal in this fashion at www.beatsofi ndia.com (under “Bhojpuri”). Curiously, 
aft er the sthāyī in 7/8 she shift s to a verse section in fast 6/8 (dādrā)—which I have never 
encountered elsewhere—before moving to a more standard section in kaharva.
10 One of the two chowtals recorded and notated by Slawek (1986, 189, 263–5) is a 
nām-kīrtan whose text consists entirely of the phrase, “Jay Sīyā Rāma.”
11 For example, I once handed Sasenarine a Hindi chapbook of Bhojpuri folk song 
lyrics, asking him to peruse it at his leisure to see if anything looked familiar to him. He 
fl ipped the book open to a random page, and immediately laughed and exclaimed, “My 
grandmother used to sing that song to me!”
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12 As mentioned, temple-based Ramayan gols in the Caribbean sing Tulsidas’ Mānas in 
roughly the same style as chowtal, that is, antiphonally, with standardized rhythmic and 
metrical modulations, paralleling similar renditions in Bhojpuri India. Lutgendorf (1991) 
provides much ethnographic data on the latter traditions, but neither the North Indian 
nor Caribbean practices, with their considerable melodic variety, have been studied from 
the musical perspective.
13 Ramnaresh (Ricky) Rajdanie (personal communication). Afro-Caribbean drummers 
have become familiar sights in tāssa ensembles, and Afro-Caribbean revelers joined local 
Muharram (“Hosay”) processions in such numbers in the 19th century that the British colo-
nial rulers banned the increasingly uncontrollable event in Guyana and most of Trinidad.
An observer of an Indo-Caribbean chowtal session might notice something not en-
countered in India, in the way that singers may sit comfortably against a wall, with their 
legs extended and the soles of their feet facing their colleagues—a posture that would be 
considered disrespectful in India.
14 Most Caribbean and Fijian Hindus adhere to the “mainstream” form of Hinduism 
represented by the umbrella term Sanatan Dharm, as opposed, for example, to members 
of the Arya Samaj, a reform movement that emerged in the 19th century and has thrived 
in the diaspora.
15 For example, Pandit Daulat Ram Chaube of Guyana had his booklet printed in 
Bombay by Venkateshvar Steam Press, printer of other chowtal anthologies known in 
the Caribbean.
16 Amanda Vincent (2006, chap. 5) has pithily stressed this point in reference to cog-
nate songs found in both Afro-Cuban and Nigerian Yoruba music.
17 However, it is incorrect to state, as some Trinidadians have been wont to do, that the 
dantāl is not found in India. Elder informants of mine in Banaras assured me that the in-
strument was common in their youth, and Hiralal Tiwari’s book surveying Gangetic-plain 
folk music (1980, 368) includes a drawing of it, labeled accordingly. (I thank Indologist 
Narendar Mokamhkamsingh for showing me this text and sharing with me his fi ndings 
regarding the instrument.)
18 See also the comments of Brenneis in relation to Indo-Fijian music (1991, 370).
19 Pandits, such as abound in Caribbean Hindu society, are generally expected to have 
studied Hindi, perhaps in the process of acquiring some religious training in India. Ideally, 
they are also singers who are able to lead bhajans or even chowtal sessions. Many young Indo-
Caribbeans learn elementary standard Hindi (never Bhojpuri) at Sunday school classes.
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Appendix A: Chowtal Structure
A typical chowtal text, as indicated earlier, may be regarded as comprising an 
initial line (the ṭek) followed by three or four verses (pad), each essentially of 
two lines. Th e ṭek commences in what could be regarded as medium-tempo 7/8 
meter, and aft er a few repetitions adapts the same tune (the sthāyī) and text line 
to duple-metered kaharva; it then accelerates, and perhaps accelerates again, and 
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then reverts to the original 7/8. Aft er this rendering of the fi rst text line, the pad 
is sung more or less as follows: the fi rst line of the pad is performed four or six 
times to a new melody (tune #2) in kaharva, and then is accelerated, and then 
accelerated again once or twice. (Song collections like that of Chaturvedi [1989, 
214] refer to this and subsequent lines as the antarā, but in its narrow and low 
range it has little of the character of a typical antarā. “Sthāyī” and “antarā” are 
also musicological terms unlikely to be used or understood by chowtal singers.) 
Th e fi rst half of the second line of the pad is then sung four or so times to its 
own tune (tune #3), and then sung faster. Th en the second half of the second pad 
line, lengthened by adding the fi nal words of the ṭek, is sung more or less in the 
same manner as line #1, that is, starting in 7/8 with the original sthāyī melody, 
segueing to duple meter, and accelerating once or twice before reverting to a 
few renditions in 7/8. Th e subsequent pads are sung in more or less the same 
manner as the fi rst one, such that the form is essentially strophic. Th is pattern 
may be schematized as follows:
Ṭek, in tune #1 (sthāyī)(lasting 6 mm):
4X in 7/8
4X in 4/8
4X in 4/8, faster
optional: 4X in 4/8, even faster
4X in 7/8 (original tempo)
1st line of pad, in tune #2, in duple meter (8 mm)
4X
2X, faster
2X, even faster
optional: 6X, even faster
1st half of 2nd line of pad, in tune #3, in duple meter (only 4 mm):
4X
4X, faster
2nd half of 2nd line of pad, in tune #1 (6 mm):
4X in 7/8
4X in 4/8
4X in 4/8, faster
optional: 4X in 4/8, even faster
4X in 7/8 (original tempo)
In practice, this pattern is subject to various kinds of alterations, whether 
in accordance with the conventions of a given group, or with the signals given 
by the leader of a particular song. For example, the fi rst line of each verse aft er 
the initial one might be sung to a diff erent tune (which could be labeled 2b, as 
opposed to the 2a used for line #2). Th e fi rst verse of the song (the ṭek), aft er a 
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few renderings in its original form (“1a”), might also be sung a few times to a 
variant tune (“1b”) starting at a higher pitch than the opening one. Oft en, the 
original sthāyī tune (1a) is only heard at the very beginning, with the variant 
(1b) being used for subsequent renderings not only of the fi rst line but also of 
the fi nal lines of each pad. Aft er a few renditions of the fi rst line of the pad, 
the group might vary it by replacing the fi rst half of the text with the second 
half (perhaps adding a fi ller word “sanvarīyā”), using the same melody, or they 
might replace the fi rst half of the line with extraneous phrases like “He Rām.” 
Alternately, a fragment of a text line might be sung, with a new tune, as a 4-bar 
insertion before the reiteration of that line (sometimes aff ording phrases of ir-
regular lengths, such as 9 bars). Further, the number of repetitions of a given 
line may vary, although it is invariably an even number, in accordance with the 
antiphonal format. Finally, the number of levels of acceleration may vary, as 
indicated in the “optional” designation above.
Example 1 presents the ṭek and fi rst pad of a chowtal, as recorded in a self-
distributed cassette by the Mahatma Gandhi Satsang Society, the respected 
Indo-Guyanese gol based in Queens with which I studied and performed. Th e 
subsequent three pads are sung in the same manner as the fi rst pad, shown 
here. Th e form roughly follows that shown schematically above. Th e words “bole 
Mahādev hara hara hara” in the fi ft h staff  (in the fi rst line of the pad) are a non-
textual interpolation, the likes of which might require cueing by the leader. Th e 
text derives from the Holī Cautāl Sangrah (Shrikrishandas 1985, 11), copies of 
which are regularly imported by some Indo-Caribbean bazaars. Th e initial sthāyī 
tune is standard in the Caribbean, and is also notated in Slawek (1986, 263–5, 
275–7) as performed by a Banaras group in 1981. (All notations in this article 
are transposed to a tonic of C.)
Th e three or four other sthāyī tunes commonly used elsewhere in India and 
the Caribbean can be seen as variants of each other (see Chaturvedi 1989, 211). 
All can be seen as consisting of 6 bars of a 7-beat meter; aft er an initial ascent, 
the tune drops in the third bar to the tonic or seventh, briefl y ascends again and 
concludes on an extended melisma dipping below and returning to the tonic. 
Example 2a, from Chaturvedi (1989, 212) ascends to the fi ft h degree rather than 
the third; informants in Banaras and Mirzapur sang close variants of this tune 
for me. I recorded both a Bhojpuri-region ensemble as well as Guyanese vocal-
ist Tej Singh rendering Example 2b, which has a narrower range; this tune also 
occurs in a “minor” form, with Eb in place of E. Finally, the tune of Example 
2c seems to predominate in Trinidad. Melodies for the subsequent text lines 
are even more standardized. (Example 2c is from the Shri Krishen Chowtal 
Group, on Chowtal Non Stop, produced by Praimsingh of Chaguanas, Trinidad. 
Th is melody can also be heard on the CD East Indian Music in the West Indies 
[Rounder 11661–1723–2] as recorded by Alan Lomax in Trinidad in 1962, and 
in the CD accompanying Myers 1998]).
Musical Example 1.  Ṭek (refrain) and fi rst pad (verse) of a 
Guyanese chowtal, “Horī khelat Janak dulārī,” sung by the 
Mahatma Gandhi Satsang Society, Queens, New York.
Musical Examples 2a, 2b, and 2c.  Alternate standard chowtal sthāyī melodies.
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Appendix B: Subsidiary Genres
As mentioned above, “chowtal,” as a general synecdoche for a certain style or 
format of singing, comprises a set of several subgenres, of which the specifi c 
genre called chowtal constitutes the most important (except in Fiji). A typical 
Indo-Caribbean chowtal session might commence with an invocatory sumiran, 
and/or dohās (couplets, in the meter of the same name, sung in free rhythm). 
Subsequently one or two chowtals would typically be sung, each followed by 
an ulāra or dhamārī. Th e session might then segue to other genres, typically 
including one or more kabīrs and, in the case of house visits, ending with a fare-
well song “Sadā ānand,” in which the host’s name is mentioned. Repertoires of 
more knowledgeable groups might include lej, jātī, bilvarīyā, baiswāra, cahakā, 
jhūmar, rasiyā, jogira, and, in the Caribbean, perhaps some light chutney-style 
songs. Th e paucity of published descriptions, whether in Hindi or English, of the 
Bhojpuri versions of these subgenres is remarkable, especially in books purport-
ing to survey the region’s folk music. Even the most knowledgeable informants 
are generally unable to articulate the distinguishing criteria of these genres. 
What they know, instead, are particular songs with particular forms, which they 
may recognize as being in a certain genre, especially in accordance with being 
labeled thusly in the chapbook in which they are found. By extension, a singer 
may be able to take a lyric found in a book, labeled a certain way, and set it to the 
mold of the designated genre. Most gol members will sing given songs without 
knowing or particularly caring which genre they represent. Unfortunately, my 
own research has not enabled me to make more than superfi cial and tentative 
remarks about these forms, primarily as gleaned from Guyanese experts Rudy 
Sasenarine and Tej Singh, from various Bhojpuri-region informants, from Kevin 
Miller’s descriptions (2008), and from my own analyses of recordings and song-
books. Further research on these genres, both in their South Asian and Carib-
bean forms, is overdue.
Some of the genres in question, such as rasiyā and jhūmar, are performed in 
various styles and contexts independently of the chowtal format. A few others, 
such as ulāra, exist only as components of a chowtal session. Whatever their 
structural diff erences may be, all acquire a certain homogeneity of style and 
texture when performed in chowtal, with its characteristic antiphonal format, 
instrumentation, and vocal style. Further, several of the subgenres—at least as 
performed in the chowtal context—adhere to the same limited repertoire of 
conventional melodies. Melodies of sumiran, kabīr, and rasiyā are (even) simpler 
and of more limited range than those of chowtal, typically alternating tonic and 
second degree, then foraying to the fourth degree and back to the tonic, all in 
kaharva, and subjected to accelerations and decelerations.
A chowtal is generally followed by an attached ulāra (Caribbean: ullara), 
which ideally is linked to that particular chowtal and corresponds in theme. As 
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Mirzapur-area informant Suraj Singh noted, in the “duel” format, such as oc-
curs occasionally in India, the ulāra—whose name derives from ulārnā, “to turn 
over”—is used to pose a question or challenge to the opposing group. Curiously, 
although it is standard to sing ulāra aft er chowtal in India, ulāras are scarce in 
Indian anthologies of chowtal lyrics (although Caribbean-produced songbooks 
like Chowtāl Sangrah do include them, and Mehrotra’s compilation of North 
Indian songs includes one). Set to up-tempo duple meter (which Hindustani 
musicians might call kaharva), ulāra has the character of a light dance song. 
Accordingly, among Fijians, ulāra might provoke dancing by women in a char-
acteristic Bhojpuri style, with the same vigorous hip movements and graceful 
hand and arm gestures that also characterize Caribbean chutney dancing.
Th e ulāra is usually a relatively short three or four lines and its form is rela-
tively simple. Tej Singh and another associated informant asserted that only 
one sthāyī melody is used for ulāras, and this melody did predominate both in 
Indian and Caribbean examples that I heard, which also loosely resemble that 
shown in Mehrotra (1977, 186), although I also encountered a few variants. 
Example 3 shows a typical ulāra, with its characteristic sthāyī tune, and the two 
subsequent melodies used for the verses. Th is three-part melody, rendered in 
similarly responsorial style, recurs in other Bhojpuri genres, including modern 
commercial Holi folk-pop songs, and the Holi-season cahakā recorded in the 
Ghazipur district by Henry in 1972. (On Chant the Names of God: Village Music 
of the Bhojpuri-Speaking Area of India [Rounder 5008]). Th e ulāra shown here 
is from the aforementioned recording by the Shri Krishen Chowtal Group of 
Trinidad. It contains two further pads, sung to the second and third melodies 
shown here, punctuated by the initial refrain.)
Instead of ulāra, a dhamārī is oft en sung aft er a chowtal. However, if ulāra 
is fairly consistent in form and easy to categorize and describe, dhamārī (or 
dhamār) is not. In classical music, dhamār designates a 14-beat dhrupad tāl, 
and the dhrupad subgenre using that tāl associated with springtime and Holi. In 
Musical Example 3.  Ulāra (fi rst line).
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the Bhojpuri region, dhamārī/dhamār seems to denote a variety of Holi-season 
genres. (Th at some of these are in 7- or 14-beat cāncar/dīpcandī tāl certainly 
suggests some sort of structural relation to their dhrupad namesake.) Several 
contemporary VCDs of Bhojpuri commercial Holi music contain one form of 
dhamār, sung in responsorial leader-chorus fashion, with each line repeated. 
Th e song usually opens with the sthāyī in cāncar, segueing to verses in the same 
tāl, each followed by renderings of the sthāyī in kaharva, refl ecting a structural 
affi  nity to chowtal. Occasionally, the song ends aft er one bout of kaharva and 
a brief return to the sthāyī in cāncar, aff ording a form that bears a striking re-
semblance to that of the bol banāo ṭhumrī and—more interestingly—the format 
used for Indo-Caribbean local-classical genres like ṭhumrī, bihāg, holī, lāvni, and 
dandak (see Manuel 2000a, 127–8). However, in the chowtal format, dhamārī 
is invariably in kaharva, with a few distinct melodies used. Th e most common 
sthāyī of these appears to be the same as that of ulāra (see Example 3), which 
further blurs the distinction between these two genres. Mehrotra (1977, 245) 
describes dhamār as typically sung by large groups of men and women; while 
not specifying the region involved, he notates three dhamār songs, the fi rst of 
which very loosely resembles the standard Caribbean form. Another Caribbean 
dhamārī tune, shown in Example 4, is unique among chowtal-format melodies 
in suggesting creole infl uence (somewhat resembling, for instance, an old Afro-
Trinidadian camboulay, with lyrics in French patois, recorded by Atilla the Hun 
in the 1930s).
Another common short-format genre is kabīr, which is also sung in other 
contexts in the Bhojpuri region (see Henry 1988, 125, 130). Although bhajans 
by the saint-poet Kabir are widely sung in Bhojpuri India and the Caribbean, 
knowledgeable informants note that the chowtal-style kabīr has nothing to do 
with that personage, but is rather a corruption of the Hindi term kabī (poet). 
Kabīrs (along with certain other chowtal songs, confusingly) are preceded by 
the exclamation “Sun le morā kabīr”—“Listen to my kabir [poetry].” Some kabīr 
lyrics consist of dohās (couplets) from the Tulsi Ramāyaṇ.
A form of rasiyā is also encountered occasionally in the chowtal context. 
In India, rasiyā is best known as a folk genre of the Braj region (see Manuel 
Musical Example 4.  Dhamārī (fi rst line).
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1993, chap. 9, 1994), although it is also heard in the Bhojpuri area. None of the 
chowtal-format rasiyā melodies sounds particularly reminiscent of any of the 
rasiyās I encountered in my Braj fi eldwork, although more research on rasiyā 
in general is needed. A few Caribbean chowtal groups that cultivate “techni-
cal” repertoire, such as might impress judges in a competition, might also sing 
an occasional lej, jatī, bilvariyā, or cahakā. Miller cites these subgenres, along 
with baiswāra, as being sung by Fijian groups. Further research is needed to 
compare regional versions of these genres to each other. As mentioned, Henry’s 
Ghazipur recording of cahakā is identical to the mainstream Caribbean and 
Mirzapur-area ulāra.
Jhūmar constitutes another lesser subgenre in Indo-Caribbean chowtal. In 
India the word denotes several distinct folk genres of diff erent North Indian 
regions (as well as a slow tāl used in classical khyāl). Mehrotra (1977, 216), 
writing of Bhojpuri-region music, describes jhūmar as a Holi-season group song 
with little variety, but recent commercial Bhojpuri cassette and VCD recordings 
of it are sung in various tāls and tunes, as are Indo-Caribbean versions. Carib-
bean and Fijian jhūmar is a long-format genre, structurally similar to chowtal, 
commencing in 7-beat meter, proceeding through similar standard rhythmic 
modulations, and concluding with an attached ulāra. As in chowtal, the conclud-
ing words of the ṭek can be used as a tag for the second pad. However, as noted 
above, jhūmar verses scan diff erently from those of chowtal, and their melodies 
are accordingly distinct.
As mentioned earlier, jhūmar, rather than chowtal itself, is the most com-
mon subgenre in Indo-Fijian Faag singing. Among the over 50 Fijian jhūmar 
recordings I collected (including some provided to me by Miller), approximately 
a dozen stock melodies predominate, with the most common initial tune being 
shown as Example 5 here. Text lines vary in length and scansion, with melodic 
settings ranging accordingly from the 6-bar tune of Example 5 to settings of 
10 measures. (Th e example is taken from a CD of the 2006 Faag Competition 
produced by the Shree Sanatan Dharm Shiv Mandir of Sacramento, California, 
and given to me by Pandit Ravendra Maraj.)
Musical Example 5.  Indo-Fijian Jhūmar (fi rst line).
